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Pension reform dealt blow by Illinois Supreme Court

By Paul Merrion  July 03, 2014

Pension reform, R.I.P.?

In a case with ominous implications for the state's pension reform law, the Illinois Supreme Court ruled today that

the state constitution prevents any diminishment of health care benefits for retired state employees.

The 6-1 decision said the pension protection clause, which says that retirement benefits are a contractual

agreement that “cannot be diminished or impaired,” applies to other retirement benefits, not just pensions. That

overrode the state's argument that its emergency powers, in dealing with the state's budget crisis, justified an

increase in what retirees must pay for their health benefits. (Read the opinion below.)

The decision comes while the state is defending against challenges to an overhaul in December 2013 of

pensions for state workers and school teachers outside of Chicago. It also has implications for recent cutbacks in

healthcare retiree benefits by the City of Chicago, which filed a friend-of-the-court brief supporting the state's

position.

“This is a major victory for members of state retirement systems,” said John Fitzgerald, a partner at Chicago law

firm Tabet DiVito & Rothstein LLC who represents retired state teachers and school administrators. “I expect it will

have a very significant effect on pending litigation” over the state's pension reform law. “It means that the Illinois

Supreme Court is giving the pension protection clause the broad and liberal interpretation that the drafters

intended.”

The court rejected the state's argument that health care benefits are not covered by the pension protection

clause, finding that there is nothing in the state constitution to support that. The only question now is whether the

reduction in the state's health care subsidies constituted an impairment or diminishment of those benefits.

Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan said the court's opinion "has no direct impact on the pension reform

litigation arguments," according to the Associated Press. Gov. Pat Quinn's offices is also confident last year's

pension law will be upheld, AP reported.

But Senate President John Cullerton, who has warned that pension reforms would be found unconstitutional,

issued a statement saying that the decision indicates he was correct.

“The Court cannot rewrite the pension clause to include restrictions and limitations that the drafters did not

express and the citizens of Illinois did not approve,” he said. “If the Court's decision is predictive, the challenge of

reforming our pension systems will remain.”

'RIGHTS OF THE PENSIONER'

In an opinion written Justice Charles Freeman, a Chicago Democrat, the court indicated that it would not take a

deferential approach. The court said any changes to a pension statute must be "'must be liberally construed in

favor of the rights of the pensioner," quoting one of its own opinions, written in 2013, which involved a dispute

over early retirement between an electrical department supervisor and the downstate city of Peru.

“If they had intended to protect only core pension annuity benefits and to exclude the various other benefits state

employees were and are entitled to receive as a result of membership in the State's pensions systems, the

drafters could have so specified. But they did not,” according to the 20-page opinion. “We may not rewrite the

pension protection clause to include restrictions and limitations that the drafters did not express and the citizens

of Illinois did not approve."

In one key paragraph, the court rejected the idea that the state's budget crisis could justify a change in retiree

benefits.
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In its examination of the floor debate on the pension protection clause during the drafting of the state constitution

in 1970, the opinion says: The intent of the pension protection clause was “to guarantee that retirement rights

enjoyed by public employees would be afforded contractual status and insulated from diminishment or impairment

by the General Assembly. In light of the constitutional debates, we have concluded that the provision was aimed

at protecting the right to receive the promised retirement benefits, not the adequacy of the funding to pay for

them.”

“Throughout the majority opinion, the justices seem to make abundantly clear that they read the (constitutional)

language to read exactly what it said,” former state budget director Steve Schnorf said. “If they can read the

pension clause to protect health benefitsAthey certainly would use it to protect pension benefits.”

In the challenges to the overhaul of pensions for state workers and school teachers outside of Chicago, the state

has argued that changes in the cost of living allowance are not protected by the pension clause because they are

not a core retirement benefit.

“This definitely shuts down the argument that the COLA isn't part of the benefit,” said Amanda Kass, budget

director and pension specialist at the Center for Tax and Budget Accountability, a nonprofit advocacy group in

Chicago.

BURKE'S DISSENT

In A 10-page dissenting opinion, Justice Anne Burke tried to narrow the impact of the majority opinion, possibly

with an eye toward the bigger pension cases to come.

The plaintiffs, representing retired state employees and teachers, were challenging a 2012 law that repealed a

previous statute requiring the state to pay the full cost of health care benefits.

While ruling that health coverage is covered by the pension protection clause, the majority did not address

whether the 2012 law actually violated the constitution, according to Ms. Burke, a Chicago Democrat and wife of

Alderman Edward Burke.

The trial court did not decide whether the 2012 law “'would be an unconstitutional diminishment or impairment of

those rights, or whether they were subject to a justifiable exercise of a power to adjust private contractual rights,

including in contracts with the government itself,'” Ms. Burke says, quoting the Attorney General's brief.

Yet Mr. Freeman made clear the 2012 changes were not minimal. He distinguished a decision by New York's

highest court, which held that health care benefits are not covered by that state's pension protection clause, by

saying it involved a “mere increase in contribution levels.”

The Supreme Court's decision sends the case back to the Sangamon County circuit court, which had dismissed

the case at the state's request.

“The merits of plaintiffs' pension protection clause claims remains an open question,” wrote Justice Burke. “That

is the issue that will be decided by the circuit court on remand.”

Associated Press and Greg Hinz contributed to this report.
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Shouldn't this headline read,"Pension theft dealt blow by Illinois Supreme Court."

Perhaps we can all agree that this is no time for Illinois to absorb the under-18

population of Honduras.

The fact of the matter is there is not enough money to pay the pensions. The state

cannot halt road funding, school funding, and police and fire fighter funding just for

pensions. Once taxes are raised enough so many people will move that there will not

be enough money to even keep the state itself going, let alone the pensions. The

fact remains the pensions will default no matter what the constitution says because

the money simply is not there and people simply will move once taxes get so high. IL

will force the federal government to start allowing states to declare that they are

bankrupt, you can bank on that. The overly generous taxpayer funded pensions are

toast if for nothing else that the money will run out, people can only be taxed so

much, and once Il's credit rating reaches junk the state will no longer be able to

function on even a basic level.

All other arguments aside, why has it been deemed permissible for the state

government to scurt payments to the pension funds for decades?

It is time for the clowns in Springfield to do what they should have done: Propose an

amendment to the State Constitution that eliminates all references to pensions and

other benefits for State employees. I have no doubt that it will be approved by the

voters by a large margin.
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People in this state need to pay attention, we are at the tipping point. As stated

below the nuimbers do not add up. There is not enough money to fund past let alone

current and future obligations of this corrupt state pension plan. We have a definate

void of leadership in this state.

If I may state an example of abuse. A member of the teachers pension can retire with

full benefits at around 55-56 assuming they put in their time. If a private sector

employee does this they take a reduction in benefits if they begin to draw benefits

prior to 65, in addtion there is no cola.

Back to my retired teacher, that individual lives until 90 something, they are on the

dole longer than they worked. In addition if that teacher's spouce were to die a new

marriage parthner can step into the prior spouces benefits. I have witnessed this

exact case. A ninety something retired educutor's spouse passed away several

years ago, preceeding the educator in death. About a year prior to educators death

he "married" his 50 something caregiver in order to privde her with his benefits. The

caregiver then steps into the spouses position and will receive spousial benfits. This

pension will be paying out over 70 to 80 years.

AND ALL WE HEAR IS THERE IS NO ROOM FOR REFORM---GIVE ME A BREAK.

As with a lot of other producers I will be voting with my feet very soon, leaving this

corrupt and immoral state.

Teacher's pay into their own retirement fund. If payments were made on

time, the compounding should pay for that retirement. When payments are

not made on time, they not only lose the money, they lose the

compounding advantage.

Your spelling is poor but your point is right on Thomas C.

I see three categories into which retirement benefits fall:

1) Employees who have already retired.

2) Already earned amounts for employees still working.

3) Benefits yet to be earned for employees still working.
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It would seem reasonable that 1 and 2 would be untouchable, not to be impaired in

any way. The big, open problem is number 3. Some argue that even the formula by

which benefits are calculated cannot be impaired going forward for any current

government employee. The most generous formula in force at any time since the day

they were hired is engraved in stone until the day they die. Frightening if upheld. Any

expert thoughts here?

Wisconsin, here we come. 2 more yrs until the youngest graduates H.S.

Tick, tick, tick......

consititutional ammendment anyone?

Agreed, but I don't even know if that's legally possible or not. Thank you to

the numbskulls that passed it in the first place. Another brilliant maneuver

by our enlightened politicians.

IL or Bust...can't wait to move in 5-years as soon as the kids get out of school; and

leave this sorry state and its financial issues behind!!

So if the supreme court throws out the rest of the pension reform bill, how much will

our taxes go up? I heard $100BN in obligations and 8 million people in the state.

That works out to $12,500 per person - is that right?

Actually there are 13 million people in Illinois, but I see your point.

No surprise here. The law violated the state workers' contract as well as the

constitution. It's time to stop the "tax expenditures", which is a euphemism for

exemptions from income and business taxes for some people and corporations . Did

you know that some corporations don't even have to forward (to the state) their

employees' individual income tax collected? The corporations just put the money in

their pocket.
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You, sir, are completely misinformed - it is highly illegal for businesses to

collect taxes from employees and keep them - business owners and

officers are personally liable for conveying payment of these taxes to the

proper authorities. And your inference that corporations and businesses

need to pay more taxes is equally misguided - I assure you that if the State

of IL keeps increasing taxes to individuals and corporations that the only

people left in IL will be the ones on welfare.

"In Illinois, the EDGE program offers a special tax incentive that

can divert up to 100 percent of withheld taxes into subsidies to

encourage companies to locate or expand operations in Illinois

when the companies are actively considering a competing

location in another state." from http://www.csmonitor.com

/Commentary/Opinion/2012/0517/Your-employer-may-be-

pocketing-your-state-income-tax

In dealing with the IRS and IDR, I learned that failure to remit to the

government all taxes deducted from workers' paychecks is the most

grievous tax offense possible. It's a felony for which the company's

designated payroll officer is personally responsible. Once payroll is run,

that money does not belong to the company at all, but to the employee.

The employer is an agent or trustee for sending it to the governments.

Keeping it is simply grand theft of employee property.

This is ridiculous John, I work for a medium sized, privately owned,

non-union company. When we are off on our employee tax through the

state or city employer's tax by even one cent - they hold/freeze all of our

license. You cannot process or conduct business without exact, correct

employee, income (state & federal), social security, medicare and all other

monies withheld, being paid to the government. IL is corrupt, sure it was

mostly politicians making bad, self-benefiting choices. But the issue

remains the same, we are out of money and the tax payers are suffering

while the public sector unions are pushing the envelope. They know and

realize we have no money to pay them with the current system and it

should be reformed. Yet, people like Karen Lewis get out there and say

their rights are being violated. What about home-owning, taxpayers that

work for private sector and only make $35,000 being forced to pay higher

taxes year after year so that the public sector employees can make

$75,000+ or get paid a pension on average of $65,000 to sit at home? It's

not just about "being unfair", its impossible and I think has a bit more to do

with the foreclosure rates than just the inflated mortgage scandal. Who
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can afford to be a homeowner in Cook County or Chicago when the taxes

are being raised at triple the cost of living increases?!

i believe he si referring to the deals that the state makes with companies to

get them to stay in Illinois where the state does, belive it or not, let the

companies legally keep the employment taxes that the employees pay.

That is correct.

I don't think any of us are against paying income taxes,

we realize in order for companies and governments

(city, state, federal) to run somewhat smoothly - we all

have to pay taxes. But, I pay into my own 401K and my

husband who works for the private sector union pays

into his own pension plan. I am against multiple,

ridiculous property tax increases to cover public sector

union salary, benefit & pension packages that are for

workers who receive raises & benefits based on tenure

rather than performance. So a city worker can sit

around and be lazy but since they have been on the

city for 20+ yrs they get an increase. A teacher can

have a very under-performing class but since she has

been on for 10+ yrs. and has the grizzly bear Karen

Lewis to threaten to strike - she can be guaranteed a

raise. Meanwhile the majority of taxpayers only get

raises if they do their job and do it correctly otherwise

they get pay freezes or as normal people expect - they

get fired if they fail to do their jobs. It's not rocket

science - do your job, get paid and pay into your own

retirement plan. That is what should be expected, like

someone else mentioned if a public sector employee

retires at 55 and lives to be 90+ they live off retirement

benefits longer than they were on the job! The system

needs to be reformed, bottom line. If there is no money,

and taxes are already at an all time high, how do we

pay them? I love Chicago, but if this keeps up I will

move. I pay property taxes and I can't even send my

kids to the local public school because it is so under-

performing and unsafe (due to busing kids in). So I pay

for private school, plus property taxes, plus my own

retirement. Crazy concept, huh?
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I don't think the state can declare bankruptcy, but a city can, and pension plans can

default. So for every one out there who thinks these outrageous pension benefits

are justified, I would like to know what their solution is to solve the problem. Keep on

raising taxes? Even if the state had made the contributions it was supposed to, the

plans never had a sound actuarial basis, and anyone who is depending on their

401K and social security for retirement knows that. Only in Illinois could this happen.

Contrary to the spin that the obviously biased plaintiffs' attorney tries to put on this,

there is no direct implication at all for the ongoing pension debate. While I think the

dissent is clearly correct, and the majority are witless tools of the poltical machine

coming to a very political decision, this case deals with what are protected benefits

and applies ONLY to persons already retired and receiving those benefits. It says

nothing about the constitutionality of reducing benefits for not yet retired state

workers that have not yet been earned.

boy I hope you are right

There is nothing that says the employee is entitled to work long enough to

collect the full pension. There is also nothing that says the state can't push

this liability to the local unit of government.

If the tax payer can't amend the hundreds of Billions of dollars in guaranteed life time

income the politicians and labor leaders gave themselves and others (without

taxpayer approval or knowledge) in exchange for votes, the solution is simple. The

state has incurred liabilities for which it has no assets or mechanism to pay, and the

state should be required to file bankruptcy immediately just like every other

mismanaged company that has bilked its stakeholders. Yes, a new begining with

new management, and maybe our kids will finally be free from the burden of Illinois

corruption and mismanagement of the past. They can instantly increase the number

of civil servants, cut costs and pay bills at the same time. Solvency without bilking

taxpayers, what a concept. The answer is not borrow more money for a longer

period of time and keep the ponzi scheme going.

first on the cut list is Madigan
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As I said below, states cannot file for bankruptcy. There is no provision in

federal law for the concept of bankruptcy applying to states. States CAN

become insolvent, which is not the same thing. Insolvency is a factual

situation in which someone (states, persons, etc.) cannot pay their bills.

Bankruptcy is a process to deal with insolventcy. Bankruptcy is NOT

available to states.

The fact of the matter is there is not enough money to pay the

pensions. The state cannot halt road funding, school funding,

and police and fire fighter funding just for pensions. Once taxes

are raised enough so many people will move that there will not

be enough money to even keep the state itself going, let alone

the pensions. The fact remains the pensions will default no

matter what the constitution says because the money simply is

not there and people simply will move once taxes get so high. IL

will force the federal government to start allowing states to

declare that they are bankrupt, you can bank on that. The overly

generous taxpayer funded pensions are toast if for nothing else

that the money will run out, people can only be taxed so much,

and once Il's credit rating reaches junk the state will no longer be

able to function on even a basic level.

so how does the fact that the State Constitution was crafted by a Legislature that

was beholden to, and most likely bribed by, the very unions that are the beneficiary

of the largess?

Unfortunately, it doesn't matter

The political class protecting its own once again. The takers win, and we producers

will just have to keep bending over....that is, until we're all gone. Sooner or later,

Somebody Else's Money will run out, and Illinois will have it's day of reckoning.

Idiots...every one of them.

So what happens if the State files bankruptsy?

There is no concept of bankruptcy for states. It cannot happen.
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The fact of the matter is there is not enough money to pay the

pensions. The state cannot halt road funding, school funding,

and police and fire fighter funding just for pensions. Once taxes

are raised enough so many people will move that there will not

be enough money to even keep the state itself going, let alone

the pensions. The fact remains the pensions will default no

matter what the constitution says because the money simply is

not there and people simply will move once taxes get so high. IL

will force the federal government to start allowing states to

declare that they are bankrupt, you can bank on that. The overly

generous taxpayer funded pensions are toast if for nothing else

that the money will run out, people can only be taxed so much,

and once Il's credit rating reaches junk the state will no longer be

able to function on even a basic level.

Time to move from Illinois.

So, time for some TIF reform?
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